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The Ohio Five by the numbers

Denison, Kenyon, Oberlin, Ohio Wesleyan, Wooster

5  Small LACs
1,000  faculty
11,000  undergrads
58  librarians and
74  library staff
$18m  combined yearly library budget
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Projects from HIST 213: First Wave American Feminism, Spring 2013

Introduction
In Fall 2012, Carol Lasser, Professor of History, and Ken Grossi, Oberlin College Archivist, began planning together to create a framework that could bring beginning history students into the college archive. We were inspired by the...
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Broken Tongue
BY ELEANOR FLESSNER
The Punjabi kids on floor four give you the same story over and over while you smile and nod and try not to wonder what led their parents to sell their sons to a child trafficker.

Not Your Ordinary Experience of Desire
BY JUSTIN CHEN
He liked novels without a clear plot—stories that couldn’t be summarized, only experienced.

Three Short Pieces on Place
BY JESSICA GRIM
A place a human occupies not adjusted unusually for that occupation. Short lines in summer in the woods above the lake.

Finding Translations
BY LAURA LI
Somehow, for five months, I had managed to keep my passport from getting lost or stolen. But the first time I go out in the States, I lose my ID.

Listening to the Los Angeles River
BY T.B. McMILLIN
The river speaks different languages as one moves upstream, from its mouth in Long Beach, through the various confluences of the midsection, to its emergence in San Fernando Valley.
Baptists in Burma
Midwestern Missionaries at Home + Abroad

midwesternmissionaries.org
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Remixing and reimagining

Consortial knowledge and experience

Deliberate partnerships + coincidental collaborations